
farOpen Art Trail 2022
2ND-10TH JULY 2022

Please check opening days and times in the brochure for each studio you’re 

intending on visiting as these vary between artists 

Sign up for live events, updates and artist info via our website

Group Exhibition at Dean Heritage Museum 25th June - 10th July Open Daily 10:30 - 15:30

16

Route Planners have been designed to help you map out your journey 
to visit studios within close proximity to each other and include nearby 

cafes or pubs to collect your brochure & pause for refreshments

LOOK FOR THESE SIGNS AT EACH LOCATION



Routes J & K can easily be combined to make a longer, circular journey starting at 
any of the listed studios or you can simply add Anne Maliphant from Mitcheldean 

(route H) onto this route to extend your travel a little further. 
With such a variety of artists across this region, you’re spoilt for choice whichever 

way you plump for!

farOpen Art Trail 2022 
July 2nd-10th

ROUTE PLANNER J:  STUDIOS 6, 32, 5
NEWENT & MAY HILL

Monique Oliver, Jane Foot, &bookish books - Kit Tyrrell, Anne Bulley, Mary Deaville, Myra Fricker.

Tucked inside The Secret Gallery in the picturesque medieval market town of Newent, you’ll 
discover paintings by Monique Oliver of Studio 6 who creates most of her work by pouring 
paint from cups, jugs and bowls directly onto a substrate.  Monique attracts a wide audience 
with her colourful fluid art paintings and this year she’s adding a new line of sustainable 
jewellery created using recycled paint produced during her usual pouring practice. Plus she’ll 
be giving a rare live demonstration or her pouring process on the 3rd July at 2pm. You’ll also 
find a host of other artists work and gifts in the gallery shop below. Pop in and see her work 
and catch her in person both weekends. On Sunday 3rd July @ 2pm, there will be tea & cake 
when Monique will also be giving a rare LIVE demonstration of her pouring technique!

You’re warmly invited to stop for refreshments & collect your brochure with full 
artist directory from the following places along this route: Runcible Spoon Deli 
& Cafe (Newent),  Erols Cafe & Buttery Tearooms (Newent), The Fernery @ Leaf 
Creative (Huntley), Glasshouse Inn (Longhope), Fairview Gardener (Birdwood).



If you wind your way through the lush countryside to May Hill, you will come across Studio 
32 where  Jane Foot paints the most gorgeous pictures using molten beeswax, building up 
layers of wax, pigment and collage then fusing them together with a heat gun or blow torch. 
Working with wax allows for a very physical interaction between artist and piece - incising, 
scraping back, rebuilding where the end result can be smooth or highly textured, often 
characterised by an intriguing tactile depth. This ancient process is called ‘Encaustic’ and 
stems from the Greek word ‘enkaustikos’, meaning ‘to burn in’. In the winter the molten wax 
cools way too quickly to work with, so Jane began experimenting by painting with Cold Wax 
Medium and oils and now enjoys working with both mediums. Come view her work and 
chat about the workshops she offers where you too can experiement with this captivating 
technique. 

Sharing Studio 32 is Kit Tyrrell of &bookishbooks who creates  mixed media books to 
intrigue, delight, amuse and inspire creativity. There are blank books with good strong mixed 
media paper to work in; books using lovely old book covers; limited edition artists’ books ; 
and unique artists books, using hand lettering, printing and digital and many other forms of 
expression. I can’t wait to get my hands on them, can you?



Nearby Studio 5 is ready to introduce you to the work of 3 artists Anne Dione Bulley, Mary 
Deaville and Myra Fricker. The multi talented Anne Dione Bulley enthuses that carving 
stone empties the head of all worries; working with stained glass is akin to working with 
jewellery; textiles are an endless source of grist for the imagination mill; painting is a joy as 
long as you don’t worry about how it will appear to others and with drawing, you have to see 
everything on the paper, light, shade, shape, depth and textures. You’ll simply have to visit 
Anne to see the distinctive work that is produced from such an intriguing viewpoint!

Sharing Studio 5 is Artist & Children’s Book Illustrator & Creative Mary Deaville who sells 
mixed media art, cards and artist materials. Though she dedicates a lot of her time to her 
career as a children’s book illustrator, she finds that these other creative pursuits provide her 
with immnese joy, feeding into her belief that doing something creative every day helps to 
benefit our mental health and emotional wellbeing.



Myra Fricker also showing at Studio 5 is a glass artist working & drawing in light and colour. 
She layers vibrant coloured glass into the kiln to produce a variety of new shades or patterns 
and uses copper wire to ‘draw’ in features, people and animals. Inspired by her beautiful 
surroundings her work often features animals, trees and landscapes. She loves creating 
movement by positioning panels of glass to give a 3D effect and is currently excited to be 
exploring glass painting which is providing her with new challenges and ideas. Pictures can 
be wall mounted or placed in a window where they catch the changing light which animates 
them.

Please check each artist’s opening hours on their directory page to ensure you can visit in that order 
on any particular day. For any change to times or live events happening, please subscribe to our 

mailing list and follow us on Instagram and Facebook. 
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